JUMPERS & PIGTAILS

All of the Jumpers & Pigtails available from RCC are machine polished for Optimum Performance! Please see our build list in back for your custom configuration!

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Multi Mode Insertion Loss
UPC: ≤ 1.0 dB

FEATURES

Low Insertion Loss
Low Back Reflection Loss
Easy Installation

APPLICATIONS

CATV
Local Area Network
Telecommunications
Video Transmission

Phone: 908-757-7444 or 800-969-3427
Fax: 908-757-8666
Email: sales@rccfiber.com
Fiber Optic Jumpers

JUMPER BUILD INFORMATION

ASSEMBLY TYPE:
J – JUMPER, P - PIGTAIL

1st CONNECTOR TYPE:
MULTIMODE
4 – ST MULTIMODE
5 - SC MULTIMODE
6 – LC MULTIMODE
7 - MTRJ

2nd CONNECTOR TYPE:
MULTIMODE
4 – ST MULTIMODE
5 - SC MULTIMODE
6 – LC MULTIMODE
7 - MTRJ

DESIRED OPTICAL MODE
E – MULTIMODE 50/125
K – MULTIMODE 62.5/125

CABLE CONSTRUCTION TYPE
T1 – SIMPLEX OFNR LSZH (3mm diameter)
T2 – DUPLEX OFNR LSZH (3mm diameter)
PR6 – 6 FIBER INDOOR DIST OFNR
PR12 – 12 FIBER INDOOR DIST OFNR

ASSEMBLY LENGTH
LENGTH IN METERS

J-55-K-T1-2M

Please contact RCC sales for Custom Assemblies!